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EXCEPTIONS

logo doit être présent mais pas aussi visible qu’avec le bandeau vert. 
Ex: page rédactionnelle du classeur, intérieur fiche produit

UTILISATIONS

LOGO INSTITUTIONNEL 

pour toute doc corporate, document o ciel présentant l’entreprise 
en général

le logo en monochrome ou N&B s’impose (fax, doc 
imprimé en N&B)

avec bandeau vert sans les solutions vegetal i.D.

1. monochrome 

2. logo doit être moins visible

3. logo rectangulaire peu adapté au format L’espace disponible sur le support de communication est peu adapté 
au format rectangulaire. Logo plus visible en format carré. 
Ex: thumbnails site web, pancarte A4, etc)

avec contour extérieur 3 pix

T his section is an easy-to-follow instruction guide to 
install HYDROPACK®. Please read it carefully before 

you schedule and organize the installation and fax the 
certification back to Vegetal I.D. 585-343-6401.

Disclaimer: 
The contractor is responsible for the quality of every 
HYDROPACK® installation. Care should be taken to avoid 
damaging the waterproofing membrane and the plants, 
both before and during the installation. 

HYDROPACK, A CONSTRUCTION PRODUCT 
MADE FOR ROOFERS

 Stock of fully vegetated ready to ship modules
 Shipped on flat bed
 Packaged on skids
 Free installation support from our team

J. HYDROPACK® INSTALLATION

J

HYDROPACK FEATURES THAT YOU LIKE

 Clipping system to secure the modules together
 Efficient drainage of excess water to avoid ponding on the waterproofing membrane
 Strong tray edges make metal edging unnecessary
 HYDROPACK® modules are always removable, even after many years, if access to the membrane is needed
 The plants are fully established the day of installation, the plants will not fail before closing the project
 All-in-one module contains all the layers of a green roof
 Water reserves that decrease irrigation needs in summer months
  Easy to cut trays, make HYDROPACK® flexible to fit unique designs
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ACTIONS

 Vegetal I.D. will contact you to set up the shipment. 
If you need to postpone the shipment, contact 
our logistics specialist at least 10 days before the 
shipment. If delayed for more than 2 months, there 
may be a surcharge for plant maintenance.

 Read and follow carefully the architect’s 
specifications and the waterproofing membrane 
manufacturer’s requirements. Find out which 
protection fabric, root barrier and vegetation free 
zone are required by membrane manufacturers to 
obtain the TSW (removal warranty).

 Before installing the modules, inspect the 
waterproofing surface to ensure that it is watertight. 
This will require a flood test (the controlled flooding of 
the entire roof with no less than 2 inches of standing 
water). 

 The surface of the waterproofing membrane 
should be swept and washed.

 While the protective fabric is being put into place, 
no other activity should be carried out on the roof.

HYDROPACK® being loaded onto pallets Inspection of the membrane and the protection fabric

HYDROPACK® PREPARATION

The HYDROPACK® trays are stacked on top of each other on a standard pallet. Per truckload, we can 
transport about 3,200 sq. ft. per truckload 1,200-1,280 trays (288-308 m2) 

One pallet is 2,200 lbs;  156-166 sq. ft., 60-64 trays (14.4- 15.4 m2) 

We use flat bed trucks, dry vans, and temperature controlled reefer trucks – simply let us know which is most 
convenient for you.

J

INFORMATION WE NEED

 Desired date and time of delivery
 Contact onsite: name, phone, email
 Type of truck (dry van, flat bed, etc.) 

The Vegetal i.D. team can provide you with support for your 
green roof design, including CAD drawings, plant selection, 
installation, and maintenance. Don’t hesitate to give us a call if you 
have any questions. Tel: 585-343-6400.

Is this your first HYDROPACK® installation? Call us to ask a 
representative to come on site.
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HYDROPACK® is packaged on pallets rather than racks. This enables 
trucks to leave as soon as they have been unloaded, and simplifies 
site management.

Lifting the HYDROPACK® pallet onto the roof

HYDROPACK® pallet on the roof

HYDROPACK® pallet lifted by crane

1truck

40 min

2 

HYDROPACK® DELIVERY

Unloading

J

Shipments may be delayed, but no later than 10 days before 

the merchandise leaves the nursery.

If the trays cannot be installed the same day, contact 

VEGETAL I.D. for instructions.

TOOLS NEEDED

 Pallet jack
 Forklift/bobcat with forks, or a crane (if shipped on a 

flat bed)
 Lifting device for raising the pallets to the roof

ACTIONS

 Unload the pallets and place them in the shade to 
protect the vegetation from direct sunlight.

 Be ready to install HYDROPACK® on the day of 
delivery. 

 Each pallet weighs about 2,200 lbs.
 Lift the HYDROPACK® pallet to the roof without putting 

it down. If you‘re using a crane, protect the roof before 
lowering the pallet, and make sure that the roof is strong 
enough to take the weight. 

 Lift the pallets as close as possible to the place where 
they are going to be installed. 
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TOOLS NEEDED

 Gloves for each crew member
 3 Knives or 3 pairs of scissors
 1 Wheelbarrow (if gravels in the vegetation free zone)
 1 Chalk Line
 1 Circular saw or reciprocating saw
 1 Shovel

ACTIONS

 Roll out the Root Barrier and/or protection fabric over 
the waterproofing membrane (consult the waterproofing 
manufacturer’s recommendations)

 Overlap the sheets by a minimum of 2 inches. 
 Take 2 empty HYDROPACK® trays and place them at 

one corner of the roof. This will enable you to visualize 
the sequence you will follow when arranging the rest of 
the trays. The order should always be from left to right. 

 Remember: for most specifications you will need to 
create a Vegetation-free Zone along the perimeter of the 
roof and around any rooftop equipment. Measure the 
width of the vegetation-free zone and draw a straight 
chalk line to mark the edges from which you will begin 
installing the trays. The lines have to form a perfect 90 
degree angle.

 In some cases you may find it necessary to cut 
HYDROPACK®. If so, empty the tray using the filter fabric 
to lift the soil. Cut the tray with a circular saw/knife or 
reciprocating saw. Position the tray with the remaining 
edges facing outward. Cut the soil and plants with a 
knife and replace them in the tray (see page 67).

 When all the trays are installed, fill the space  around 
the perimeter with gravel ballast. Use the wheelbarrow 
to move the gravel around the roof, and use the shovel 
to spread it. 

HYDROPACK® saves you money because it enables you to create 
vegetation-free zones without the need for aluminum edges. And 
because HYDROPACK®’s All-in-One system already includes drainage, 
water reservoirs, and filter cloth, so you save time on installation as 
well.

Visualization of the positioning

HYDROPACK® installation

Placement

5 min

Vegetation-free zone

4 

HYDROPACK® PLACEMENT

1pallet

We can tell you at which corner of the roof it will be easier to 
start from! Call us now 585-343-6400

J
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TOOLS NEEDED 

 Gloves

ACTIONS

 Hold the HYDROPACK® tray with the female   
hooks facing you.

 Position the tray next to the trays already in place. 
 Holding the tray by the top right hand and   

bottom left hand corners; lift them ½’’. 
 Slide the male hooks down into the female   

hooks.
 If the hooks don’t slide in all the way use your foot to 

press them into place. 

HYDROPACK® is the only tray with an interlocking system designed to enable water and nutrients to circulate. 

The strong interlocking system also protects the trays from being uplifted by the wind.  

Hooking HYDROPACK® trays

We recommend that only 2 crew members hook the trays 
and the other workers pass them along, forming an assembly 
line for efficiency.

HYDROPACK®’s hooking system is a pathway for water

Male hook on the left; Female hook on the right

2 crew members hook, 2 crew member bring the trays

HYDROPACK® HOOKING

M ALE HOOK

FEM ALE HOOK

J
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HYDROPACK® CUTTING

TOOLS NEEDED

 1 Circular saw or reciprocating saw

ACTIONS

 In some cases you may find it necessary to cut 
HYDROPACK®. If so, empty the tray using the filter fabric 
to lift the soil. Cut the plastic tray with a circular saw/
knife or reciprocating saw. Position the tray with the 
remaining edges facing outward. Cut the soil, filter and 
plants with a knife and place them back into the tray.

HYDROPACK® can be cut easily to fit odd dimensions and angles.

We recommend emptying the tray before cutting the plastic

Placing the tray with edges facing outward

Cutting the plastic tray

Placing the mineral drainage back into the reservoirs Cutting the vegetation and soil with a knife, keep the filter

Emptying the tray

2

4

1

3
J
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TOOLS NEEDED

 Broom

ACTIONS

 Remove all equipment, debris and pallets from the 
roof.

 Use leftover growing media and plants to fill in bare 
spots, if any. 

 Sweep the vegetation-free zone if you have installed 
pavers.

 Take steps to ensure that there is no work on the roof 
after installation. The vegetation will die off if there is too 
much foot traffic.

HYDROPACK® is very fast and easy to install !

Sweeping the vegetation-free  zones

Total Installation

3 h

4 

HYDROPACK® CLEANING

1 truck

J

After the plants have been installed, do not enable 
any construction traffic on the roof. If post-installation 
construction activity is unavoidable, please consult us 
prior to installation.
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TOOLS NEEDED

 Irrigation supply: hose, tripod sprinklers
 Irrigation timer

ACTIONS

 Position hoses and overhead sprinklers so that they 
provide optimum coverage of the vegetated area.

 Program the irrigation for 30 minutes. 
 Check the HYDROPACK® reservoirs in different 

places to make sure they are full of water, if they are 
not, water for a little longer. To check the water level in 
the reservoirs, lift the filter cloth in the tray.

 For the first year, the vegetation will need to adapt 
to its new environment. We recommend that you water 
during the summer (July-August), once a week for 30 
minutes.

 After the first year, water only during periods of 
drought: > 90 °F (32 °C) with less than 0.6’’ rainfall (15 
mm) for 20 consecutive days.

Low water reservoir

If you’re planning to install a permanent irrigation system, we 
can design and provide the equipment necessary.

Watering after installation – this small sprinkler must be repositioned to 

ensure that the entire roof receives the correct amount of water.

Watering

30 min

1 

Dry water reservoir Full water reservoir

Permanent overhead irrigation 

HYDROPACK® WATERING

1 roof

J

FOR THE FIRST MONTH, THE VEGETATION MUST BE 
CHECKED REGUL ARLY,  AT LEA ST ON A WEEKLY BA SIS 
TO ENSURE THAT THE PL ANTS ARE ADAPTING WELL . 
AF TER ONE MONTH, THE PL ANTS CAN BE CHECKED 
QUATERLY.

IF  YOU NOTICE A PROBLEM CALL VEGETAL I .D. 
IMMEDIATELY.
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ACTIONS CHECK DATE

Read the Installation and Maintenance Guide

Contact the waterproofing membrane rep. to know the 
warranty requirements if any (TSW)

Verify that all work has been done on the roof and that 
nobody will need to come after the installation work on 
the roof and walk on the plants

Test the waterproofing membrane for leaks

Schedule the Green Roof Delivery and unloading 
equipment

Print a copy of the Installation Guide to have with you 
during the installation

Call 585-343-6400 if you have any question on the 
process

Sign the packing list and fax it to us within 24 hours

If you cannot install all the trays the same day, call our 
team for further instructions on how to store the plants

Lock the trays together and verify at the end of the 
installation that no space remains between them

Take photos during and after the installation and during 
the irrigation when a limited plant warranty is pursued 
(minimum 6, 3 overall and 3 close up).  

Water the entire Green Roof for 30 minutes minimum

Send the pictures to our team the following day

Check the vegetation weekly for the first month, water-
ing if necessary

Visit the green roof quarterly, providing reports and 
photos to Vegetal i.D. 

CHECK LIST FOR THE BUILDING OWNER AND ITS AGENTS 

K
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EXCEPTIONS

logo doit être présent mais pas aussi visible qu’avec le bandeau vert. 
Ex: page rédactionnelle du classeur, intérieur fiche produit

UTILISATIONS

LOGO INSTITUTIONNEL 

pour toute doc corporate, document o ciel présentant l’entreprise 
en général

le logo en monochrome ou N&B s’impose (fax, doc 
imprimé en N&B)

avec bandeau vert sans les solutions vegetal i.D.

1. monochrome 

2. logo doit être moins visible

3. logo rectangulaire peu adapté au format L’espace disponible sur le support de communication est peu adapté 
au format rectangulaire. Logo plus visible en format carré. 
Ex: thumbnails site web, pancarte A4, etc)

avec contour extérieur 3 pix

CONTRACTOR’S CERTIFICATION 

Fax this page to Vegetal i.D. before the shipment date: 585-343-6401

I _______________________ , manager/installer of the products provided by Vegetal i.D. Inc. 
on (date)____________________, for (project’s name) _______________________located at 
(project’s address)___________________________________________________________, 
acknowledge, agree with , and certify to the following:

1. I have read, and agree with the terms of installation and maintenance, attached hereto as 
Guide and Instructions to Installation and maintenance.
2. I agree to contact and notify Vegetal i.D. Inc. within 24 hours of the delivery of Hydropack, of 
any problems, or issues that may impact installation, or anything related thereto.
3. I understand that if I do not contact and notify Vegetal i.D. Inc. within 24 hours of the delivery 
of the plants or Hydropack, of any problems, or issues that may impact installation, or anything 
related thereto, that Vegetal i.D. Inc. will deem the products as accepted.
4. I understand and agree to the following before installation begins:
i. That all required preparations including the following have been completed: confirmation that 
the roof is ready for installation of the product (please refer to the checklist in the Guide and 
Instructions to Installation for the roof being ready), examination of product for defect, comple-
tion of the proper approvals including but not limited to architect's and other professionals' of 
suitability of the site for the application of the product, proper water proofing, and testing of the 
same.
ii. Coordinate delivery, and installation to ensure healthy viable plants, and proper installation.
5. I agree to install the product, following the step by step instructions as set forth in the Guide 
and Instructions to Installation and maintenance.
6. I agree to contact and notify Vegetal i.D. Inc. of any issues or potential problems that may 
arise during installation, and not to proceed further, without appropriate instructions from 
Vegetal i.D. Inc..
7. I agree to notify Vegetal i.D. Inc. of the completion of the project, within 24 hours of such 
completion.

I certify to all of the foregoing,

Name: 

Title:

Date:

Phone:

For Vegetal Innovation & Development use only

Certification / DOC 4 

Name/Date: _________________________________

K


